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[57] ABSCT 
A class of product demodulators operates by multiply 
ing an input signal with a delayed version of itself. Bias 
distortion in such product demodulators arises when the 
signals to be multiplied together are not separated by 
the correct amount of delay. The amount of delay may 
be adjusted by additively combining a portion of the 
incoming signal with the delayed signal. In one embodi 
ment an analog implementation is disclosed having a 
linear multiplier, adder, and delay line. In another em 
bodiment a digital signal processor is utilized to perform 
product demodulation in accordance with the invention 
when periodic samples of the incoming waveform are 
the available signal. 

10 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR REMOVING 
BIAS DISTOlRTION FROM A PRODUCT 

DEMODULATOR 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to circuits for regu 
lating phase and delay characteristics of a sinusoidal 
waveform and more particularly to product demodula~ 
tors for frequency shift keyed waveforms. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Product modulation is a correlation technique, 
widely used in both (transmitter) modulation and (re 
ceiver) demodulation circuitry. In this technique, a ?rst 
signal waveform is multiplied with a second signal 
waveform and the resulting signal is then ?ltered to 
remove unwanted energy. Such a system is illustrated in 
US. Pat. No. 3,387,220 issued on June 4, 1968 to A. 
Lender. In a transmitter the ?rst signal waveform ad 
vantageously comprises a carrier wave and the second 
signal waveform comprises a modulating signal. In a 
receiver the ?rst signal is an incoming modulated signal 
and the second is a local reference against which the 
?rst signal is compared. One known reference signal is 
a pure tone whose phase and frequency are carefully 
regulated. Another known reference signal is a delayed 
version of the ?rst signal which is useful in making a 
differential comparison. The latter has the advantage of 
not having to be carefully regulated in phase and ampli 
tude as was the pure reference tone. 
When the delayed version of the ?rst signal is used as 

the second signal it is important to carefully control the 
value of the delay. In an example case of detecting a 
frequency modulated signal, an interval of delay is se 
lected such that at a particular frequency fc the delay is 
equivalent to a 90 degree phase shift. When the input 
signal at frequency fc is multiplied with that same fre 
quency phase shifted by 90 degrees, the resulting output ‘ 
signal has a net dc value of zero volts. Frequencies 
above or below fc will have a net negative or positive 
value and are readily detected by simple ?ltering and 
polarity detection. When, however, the delay is such 
that at f6 a 90 degree phase shift is not achieved, then 
when the multiplication is performed the resulting out 
put signal will not have a zero volt net dc value. This dc 
offset is known as bias distortion and causes degraded 
performance. Furthermore, the effects of additive noise 
are increased when the phase shift at the central fre 
quency is other than 90 degrees. 

Conventional methods for compensating delay (phase 
shift) teach the insertion of a ?lter section having a 
particular delay at the frequency of interest. This 
method involves size and cost increases in the receiver 
and is shown in FIG. 1.9 of Applications of Digital Signal 
Processing, edited by Alan V. Oppenheim, copyright 
1978 by Prentice-Hall Inc. 

It is therefore an object of this invention to minimize 
bias distortion in correlation detectors without a sub 
stantial size and cost penalty for compensation appara— 
tus. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a 
delay compensation technique that is readily adapted to 
sampled data systems. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with this invention a compensated 
delay signal is provided by additively combining a por 
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2 
tion of the ?rst signal with a delayed version of itself. 
The resulting signal, thus compensated, is then multi 
plied in a conventional manner with the incoming signal 
to achieve product demodulation with minimum bias 
distortion. 

In one embodiment of the invention an incoming 
signal is subject to a ?xed delay and a portion of the 
incoming signal is linearly added to the delayed signal in 
order to form a delay compensated signal. This signal is 
thereafter multiplied with the incoming signal to pro 
duce a product modulated signal having minimum bias 
distortion. 

In another embodiment of the invention, periodic 
samples of the incoming signal are converted into a 
plurality of binary digits and are digitally processed 
thereafter. Instructions, stored in memory, set up the 
processing steps of addition and multiplication in a pre— 
determined sequence. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 illustrates a prior art product demodulation 
system; 
FIG. 2 discloses a linear circuit: for a product demod 

ulator in accordance with this invention; 
FIG. 3 is a vector diagram illustrating the nature of 

the correction being made by the invention; 
FIG. 4 discloses a general purpose digital signal pro‘ 

cessor capable of processing discrete samples of an 
incoming signal in accordance with this invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Product demodulation is readily understood by con 
sidering the prior art circuit of FIG. 1. In this ?gure, a 
modulated input signal V1 at terminal 10 is to be multi 
plied with itself, after suitable delay, in product modula 
tor 12. The input signal is correlated with itself at two 
points in time separated by To seconds. To seconds of 
delay is provided by delay line 11. The output of prod 
uct modulator 12 contains a dc voltage component that 
can be used to determine what the modulating signal 
was. 

As an example, assume that a binary frequency shift 
keyed (FSK) signal is transmitted having a mark fre 
quency of 1800 Hz and a space frequency of 2200 Hz. 
When the delay line is arranged tov provide 90 degrees 
of phase shift at 2000 Hz, the output of the product 
modulator will be a signal having a net dc value of zero 
volts at 2000 Hz since: 

sin wot-cos mot=§sin 2mg! 

At 2000 Hz, a 90 degree phase shift corresponds to 125 
microseconds of delay. As long as the selected frequen 
cies and the available delay remain unchanged, the dc 
output at this center frequency will be zero volts. 

Perturbations around 2000 Hz cause the resulting dc 
voltage on line M- to vary in a positive or negative 
fashion. A frequency of 2200 Hz exhibits a net negative 
voltage while a frequency of 1800 Hz exhibits a net 
positive voltage. Decoding is therefore simply achieved 
by measuring the averaged (?ltered) polarity .of the 
product demodulated signal. The task of ?ltering (Low 
Pass Filter 15) is facilitated by the fact that product 
demodulation generates frequencies at twice the fre 
quency of the incoming signal thereby separating the 
distance (in frequency) between the dc level to be de 
tected and the signal variations to be ignored. This 
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feature, among others, makes product demodulation a 
desirable detection scheme. 

Applying this detection scheme to sampled data sys 
tems whereby only periodic samples of an incoming 
signal are available, it is possible to utilize product de 
modulation in two known ways: 
(1) Reconstruct the incoming signal from the available 

samples in accordance with Nyquist ?ltering criteria. 
This technique requires ?lters plus a conventional 
demodulator such as illustrated by FIG. 1. 

(2) Utilize digital signal processing directly when the 
sampling rate generates samples that are separated by 
a time interval equal to the optimum delay. In the 
above mentioned example the sampling rate would 
have to be 8000 samples per second. 
Note that the second technique has samples every 125 

microseconds and therefore product demodulation is 
achieved simply by multiplying adjacent samples. The 
correct delay is fortunately built right into the sampling 
rate. It may be, however, that the given sampling rate is 
not at 8000 samples per second and the incoming fre 
quencies cannot be changed to accommodate this differ 
ent sampling rate. It would now seem that digital signal 
processing is precluded or at least substantially hin 
dered. 
The invention teaches a technique for getting around 

this problem. It is applicable to linear demodulators and 
to sampled data systems. The former is considered ?rst. 
FIG. 2 illustrates the invention in basic terms. Input 

signal V1 at terminal 20 is sinusoidal and may, for exam 
ple, be at one of two possible frequencies. Its amplitude 
is scaled by device 27 having gain a0. When the delayed 
version of the input signal is generated by delay line 21, 
its amplitude is similarly scaled by device 28 having 
gain a1. Summing circuit 29 additively combines these 
two signals to form signal V2, also referred to as the 
delay compensated signal. The amount of compensation 
is controlled by coef?cients a0 and al either of which 
may be unity. Further, these coef?cients may be posi 
tive or negative numbers. Naturally, compensation is 
not required when the delay available in delay line 21 is 
optimum, but this is not always the case. Furthermore, 
gain coef?cients are generally more adaptable to 
change than a delay line thereby allowing one basic 
structure to be readily modi?ed in order to handle a 
number of different FSK frequencies. 
The vector diagram of FIG. 3 represents sine waves 

as rotating vectors. At some predetermined frequency 
the signals V1 and V; are required to be 90 degrees out 
of phase for optimum results. The delayed signal (vec 
tor Vd) is modi?ed by the addition of a portion of the 
incoming signal (vector a0V1) to form the delay com 
pensated signal V2. I 
An illustrative sampling rate for the incoming signal 

is 7200 times per second (every 138 microseconds); 
example frequencies are 2025 Hz and 2225 Hz. The 
coef?cients aoand a1 are chosen such that the phase shift 
at the center frequency (fc=2l25 Hz) is 90 degrees. 
Note that a delay of 138 microseconds is equivalent to 
127 degrees of phase shift at ft. Referring again to FIG. 
3, vector V4 is equivalent to a1V1 in magnitude and the 
angle 0 is equal to 37 degrees. From basic trigonometric 
considerations, the following equation can be written 
by inspection: 
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4 
The correction to be made is therefore a function of the 
ratio of coef?cients and is expressed as: 

This means that sixty percent of each incoming sample 
needs to be added to the next incoming sample to 
achieve compensation for the fact that samples are too 
far apart in time. 

If we had chosen a substantially lower center fre 
quency and maintained the same sampling rate of 7200 
samples per second then it would have been necessary 
to correlate non-adjacent samples. If, for example, a 
center frequency of 1170 Hz is chosen, then in addition 
to the compensation technique described, correlation 
between samples separated by two sampling intervals 
would be required. 

In a second embodiment of the invention, digital 
processing of pulse amplitude modulated samples is 
disclosed in the diagram of FIG. 4 which provides a 
block diagram of a processor having suf?cient compu 
tational power to perform the necessary steps. Detailed 
circuits, such as clock distribution and a scheme for 
time shared use of the Data Bus, are not shown because 
the detail is considerable, not directly relevant to the 
invention, and believed to be well within the knowledge 
of persons having ordinary skill in the art of processor 
design. Further, a plurality of microprocessors are com 
mercially available having different architectures that 
can accomplish the relatively simple computations re 
quired to implement the invention with very different 
details. 
A general description of the required operations is set 

forth in the following steps: 
(1) Sample the incoming signal at time T,, and convert 

the sample (voltage level) into a binary signal-l6 
digit resolution is adequate. 

(2) Store the binary signal in location An of a Random 
Access Memory (RAM). 

(3) Multiply the binary signal with scaling factor a0 
(scaling factors may be stored in a Read Only 
Memory) and store the product in location B,I of 
the RAM. 

(4) Multiply the binary representation with scaling 
factor a1 and store the product in location C" of the 
RAM. 

(5) Repeat steps l-4 at time Tn+1 and store the results 
in location An+1, Bn+1 and C,,+1, respectively. 

(6) Additively combine the contents of memory loca 
tions Bn+1 and C” and multiply the sum by the 
contents of memory location An+1 to generate 
each delay compensated sample. 

In the above procedure it is noted that memory loca 
tions A”, B" and C" may be reused and relabeled as 
An+2, B,,+2 and CH2 since the contents need not be 
saved for more than two iterations. 

Returning to the diagram of FIG. 4, Analog to Digi 
tal converter 401 samples the incoming signal at a rate 
set by a predetermined clock signal. An example of a 
converter suitable for this purpose is disclosed in US. 
Pat. No. 4,200,863 which utilizes charge redistribution 
techniques to achieve A/D conversion. The incoming 
signal, thus encoded into binary digital form, is tempo 
rarily stored in Input/Output Buffer 402 until Control 
Unit 405 gates the stored data onto Data Bus 421 where 
it is transferred to Random Access Memory (RAM) 404 
for later processing. RAM 404 is adapted to both read 
the contents of Data Bus 421 as well as write informa 
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tion onto it. The memory location in RAM 404 being 
exercised is selected by addressing data present on Ad 
dress Bus 420. RAM 404 stores 20-bit words including 
sampled signal data and intermediate computational 
results. 
Read Only Memory (ROM) 403 contains a plurality 

of 16-bit words comprising instructions and constants 
that may only be read onto Data Bus 421 from an inter 
nal memory location selected by addressing data pres 
ent on Address Bus 420. The aforementioned coef?ci 
ents a0 and al are stored in ROM 403 along with pre 
programmed instructions for processing the input data 
in accordance with the invention. ' 

Control Unit 405 is responsive to instructions from 
ROM 403 and converts these instructions in speci?c 
sequence for operations such as the determination as to 
which signals will be transferred between the various I 
processing blocks shown in FIG. 4. Control Unit 405 
sets up the various paths and assures that Data Bus 421 
will not have more than a single source writing onto it 
at any one time. 

Control Unit 405 generates the address destinations 
that de?ne where in memory units 403 and 404 a partic 
ular word is to be stored or retrieved. Control Unit 405 
also has the capability for arithmetic operations so that 
memory address modi?cations may be achieved simul-_ 
taneous with, but without burden to, Arithmetic Unit 
409. 
X Register 408 and Y Register 407 hold inputs for 

Arithmetic Unit 409. The coef?cients a0 and al are 
transmitted to Arithmetic Unit 409 through the X Reg 
ister, and stored samples are transmitted through the Y 
Register. The W Register 406 holds the output of the 
Arithmetic Unit. The contents of W can be sent to 
Input/Output Register 402, stored in RAM 404, or 
returned to Arithmetic Unit 409 for use in the next 
calculation. 
FIG. 2 is not only an analog embodiment of the in 

vention but also may be treated as a computational flow 
diagram. With this perspective in mind, V1 becomes a 
sampled signal S(nT) and delay line 21 becomes a delay 
of T units (one sampling period). 

Returning to FIG. 4, Arithmetic Unit 409 performs 
the multiplications and additions required to evaluate 
the computations set forth in the flow diagram of FIG. 
2. Each multiplication by multiplier 430 is placed on 
completion in P (Product) register 431. Successive 
products may be added together by adder 432 and the 
result accumulated in A (Accumulator) Register 433. 
The product of the contents of the 16-bit X Register and 
the 20-bit Y or W Register produces up to 36 bits in the 
P Register. Accumulating these products may generate 
some “carries”, so 40 bits are provided in the accumula 
tor. When the accumulation is complete the contents of 
A Register 433 are transmitted to output W Register 
406. Since W accommodates only 20 bits, the contents 
of the accumulator are rounded off in Unit 434 to make 
them ?t into W. A transfer of data from A to W in the 
simplest case results in a truncation, that is, a portion of 
the 40 bit contents of the A register are simply dropped 
off. Other methods of rounding and truncation are 
clearly possible. 

Switch 435 permits the contents of either Register W 
or Register Y to be selected as one of the inputs of 
multiplier 430. This switch, as well as the other Arith 
metic Unit functions, are controlled by signals over line 
422 from Control Unit 405. 
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The speci?c digital signal processor shown in FIG. 4 
is, in fact, a general purpose device adapted to perform 
the speci?c computations required by the invention. It 
may further be programmed to perform a number of 
?ltering functions such as low pass ?ltering as needed in 
the next‘ step of the product demodulation process. The 
most favorable manner in which to implement the in 
vention is clearly determined by the environment in 
which the invention will function. The simple calcula 
tions required, make the invention easily adaptable to 
numerous hardware or software implementations. 
Therefore, variations of the speci?c embodiment are 
possible within the spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for correlating an input signal with a 

time delayed version of itself including means for addi 
tively combining a portion of the input signal with said 
delayed version to form a delay compensated signal; 
and - 

means for multiplying said delay compensated signal 
with the input signal to generate an output signal. 

2. Correlation apparatus according to claim 1 
wherein the input signal is a frequency modulated sinu 
soidal waveform. 

3. Correlation apparatus according to claim 1 
wherein the input signal comprises periodic samples of 
a modulated waveform having a sinusoidal characteris 
tic. 

4. Correlation apparatus according to claim 3 
wherein the delayed version of the input signal is gener 
ated by means for storing the periodic samples for a 
?xed time interval; and 
means for recovering the stored samples at the end of 

said ?xed time interval. 
5. In a method for demodulating a frequency modu 

lated input signal including the steps of: 
phase shifting the input signal by a ?xed amount as 
measured at a predetermined frequency; 

adding a portion of the input signal to the phase 
shifted signal to generate a phase compensated 
signal having substantially 90 degrees of phase shift 
at said predetermined frequency; and 

correlating the phase compensated signal with the 
input signal to generate a signal having a time vary 
ing dc voltage in accordance with the frequency 
variations of the input signal. 

6. A method for product demodulation of a modu 
lated carrier wave having a sinusoidal character includ 
ing the steps of: 

sampling the amplitude of an incoming signal at peri 
odic intervals; 

encoding the amplitude of the samples into a plurality 
of binary digits; 

storing the encoded samples for an interval of time; 
multiplying certain encoded samples with a predeter 
- mined constant to provide amplitude scaling; 
adding a presently received encoded sample with a 

previously received encoded sample to form a 
compensated sample-at least one of said samples 
being amplitude scaled; 

multiplying the presently received encoded sample 
with the compensated sample to form a product 
demodulated signal. 

7. Apparatus for forming a product between an input 
signal, having a sinusoidal characteristic, and a time 
delayed version of the input signal including means for 
delaying the input signal 

characterized by: 
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means for additively combining the input signal with 
the delayed input signal to provide said time de 
layed version. 

8. Apparatus according to claim 7 wherein said com 
bining means further includes means for regulating the 
amplitude ratio of the input signal and the delayed input 
signal. > 

9. Apparatus according to claim 7 further including 
means for periodically sampling the input signal and 
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8 
encoding same into a plurality of binary digits represen 
tative of the amplitude of said sample. 

10. Apparatus according to claim 9 wherein the 
means for delaying the input signal includes means for 
entering the binary encoded digits into a storage device 
and means for retrieving the stored binary encoded 
digits at a later time. 
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